Remote Pair Collaborations of CS Students: Leaving Women Behind?
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Abstract—Remote pair programming research indicates benefits for CS students, increasing productivity, code quality, teamwork, knowledge management, and morale. The COVID-19 pandemic increased the prevalence of remote pair programming. Gender gaps persist in CS classes and workplaces, which may negatively impact the way pairs coordinate, communicate, and collaborate. To understand these effects, we conducted a large-scale survey to investigate differences between men and women as well as same- and mixed-gender pairs. The survey questions were adapted from established literature on gender differences in the fields of education, communication, management, human-robotic interaction, and human-computer interaction. Quantitative analysis of the survey data using ANOVA and pairwise t-tests indicated that women participants reported their men partners made gender-based assumptions about them, and felt dominated and interrupted with men partners. Men participants felt their men partners were more rude and gave more negative feedback than women partners. Further, qualitative analysis of interviews gave insights to several challenges CS students face in same and mixed-gender pairs when programming remotely. Our findings have implications for researchers, practitioners, and educators to promote gender inclusivity in collaborative environments.

I. INTRODUCTION

Software development is a complex problem-solving task that requires appropriate engineering practices such as pair programming, an agile framework that organizes people to produce high quality software more productively [8]–[11]. When two programmers collaborate by pair programming, one partner is the driver (writes the code) and other is the navigator (reviews the code), switching roles after a period of time [12], [13]. Global software development and the COVID-19 pandemic have forced CS students to collaborate remotely. Research has found remote pair programming to offer similar advantages as in person pair programming, such as improving code quality, productivity, teamwork, performance, knowledge management, and morale [14]–[24].

Pair collaboration, critical for a software project's success, is affected by programmers' time zones, cultures, races, and genders [25], [26]. This paper focuses on gender effects, where gender is an individual's self-identification [27], [28]. Gender gaps persist in Computer Science (CS) classes and workplaces [29]. Women represent only 18% of CS undergraduate students and 10% of CS jobholders [30]. In addition, some communication software has implicit gender biases in its interface design [31]–[34], which may influence remote pair programming dynamics. Further, established research indicates that genders differ in problem solving [35], [36], creativity [37]–[39], communication [6], [40]–[43] and leadership [6], [44]–[56] styles. These gender differences are relevant to remote pair collaborations.

To understand these gender differences, we examined how coordination, communication, and collaboration, the key enablers of software development [57]–[60], are affected by gender dynamics in pairs of remote programmers. Hence, we formulated three research questions:

- **RQ1: How do same- and mixed-gender pairs of CS students coordinate remotely?**
  Remote pair coordination can be influenced by the leadership and interruption style of CS students. Studies in management and psychology have reported gender differences in both leadership [44]–[56] and interruption styles [61]–[63]. Hence, we studied these two subtopics.

- **RQ2: How do same- and mixed-gender pairs of CS students communicate remotely?**
  Distributed software development projects take 2.5 times longer than co-located projects due to communication challenges [40]–[43], [64]. Gender differences in CS students' communication styles adversely affect remote collaboration. These differences are well studied in the fields of human-computer interaction, education and communication [65]–[69]. We studied the following four subtopics related to communication: the purpose of communication (to solve problems or build rapport), communication preference (remote or in person), primary communicator role (driver or navigator), and nonverbal communication style [6].

- **RQ3: How do same- and mixed-gender pairs of CS students collaborate remotely?**
  Research on teams of CS students collaborating remotely suggests that productive interaction depends on developing trust [70]–[74] and awareness [75]–[79]. We studied these two subtopics, as gender differences in these may affect remote pair programming.

Our survey adopted well-researched measures from the
fields of education, communication, management, human-robotic interaction, and human-computer interaction. We modified the questions based on expert feedback and pilot studies. The final survey garnered responses from 98 students and 9 professionals. We statistically analyzed survey data to investigate differences between same- and mixed-gender remote programming pairs. Further, we triangulated these results by interviewing 9 survey participants.

II. RELATED WORK

Pair programming research has investigated gender differences in co-located pairs [80], [81]. The most comparable research to ours is a multiple-room lab study with six pairs of same- and mixed-gender CS students [6]. They identified coordination, communication, and collaboration hindrances to remote pair programming. Our study adds to their findings by conducting a large-scale survey followed by interviews.

Abramo et al. analyzed women's academic research collaborations in intramural, extramural, domestic and international settings, and found gaps between women's and men's capacity to collaborate internationally [82].

In remote environments, Miller, et al. reported that productivity may be affected by pair communication and satisfaction with social interactions [83], and Ralph et al. found that women, parents and people with disabilities may be disproportionately affected by remote programming challenges [84]. Schiller et al. reported that remote task performance affected only satisfaction in women pairs, but both trust and satisfaction in men pairs, and that impression management affected women pairs' satisfaction and trust more than men pairs' [85]. When communicating on social networks, Shen et al. found that men are more affected by attitude, positive anticipated emotions and group norms, whereas women are more affected by social identity and negative anticipated emotions [86].

III. SURVEY

A. Item Generation

The first step was to conduct a literature review, from which we established the eight categories (ref Table I, Column 2) to formulate the survey. The survey also included 10 background questions that asked participants for their gender and the gender they perceived their pair programming partner to be. In this study, we use “man” and “woman” as adjectives to describe the self-identified genders (as in [27], [28]) of the participants and the perceived genders of their programming partners. We do not use the adjectives “male” and “female,” as the genders of participants and their partners are not necessarily the sexes they were assigned at birth.

Our initial survey draft contained 83 items inspired by measures from the areas of education, communication, management, human-robotic interaction, and human-computer interaction. We adapted survey items from Rovai et al. [1] that measured connectedness and student learning in online environments to formulate measures of trust, leadership style, and the purpose of communication. We adapted survey items related to the primary communicator role, purpose of communication, and trust from Goodboy et. al’s [5] student communication satisfaction scale that investigated student-teacher relationships. To measure leadership style and trust, we adapted questions from Law et al. [2], who investigated the emotional intelligence of robots and human trust in robots. Leadership questions were also adapted from Alaloul et. al’s study [3] that measured the coordination between construction workers on team projects. Some leadership and nonverbal communication style questions were adapted from Kyungsub Choi's study on interactions between different genders in pair programming collaborations [4]. We used Ku et. al [7] to develop measures of trust, as their survey measured the teamwork satisfaction and student attitude of graduate students collaborating in online environments. Similar to Ku et. al [7], we utilized a 5-point Likert scale.

To adapt the questions, we changed the language to reflect pair programming collaborations. For example, we modified Law et. al’s [2] question, “I would be comfortable giving the robot a task or problem which was critical to me, even if I could not monitor their actions” by replacing “the robot” with “my partner (Buddy).” Using survey design framework [87], we formulated survey questions related to gender awareness, communication preferences, and interruption styles based on prior gender difference findings [6].

Table I, Column 3 shows example questions used in our survey. Survey items referred to each participant’s pair
We utilized snowball sampling, encouraging our contacts to suggest very similar statements, so we decided to only keep the first. To understand gender differences among professional participants, we combined the data with student participants. Due to low response rate among professional participants, we conducted semi-structured interviews to understand survey data trends and to explore participants’ opinions, behaviors, and experiences when remote programming in same- and mixed-gender pairs. The interviews helped triangulate (compare and attempt to refute) survey results.

A. Participants

Interview participants were recruited from the pool of survey participants. We interviewed two participants from each gender pairing.
(WW, WM, MW, MM), and one non-binary participant whose programming partner was a woman (NBW). So, four of our participants were men, four were women, and one was non-binary. We will refer to these participants using abbreviations, with MMP2 representing the second man participant who pair programmed with a man partner (Buddy).

B. Design

Generic interview questions were asked to all interview participants [89]. We formulated questions based on participants’ survey responses, so questions were a reflection of their reported experiences. Interviews were scheduled to last 30 minutes.

C. Data Analysis

We transcribed 186 minutes of audio recordings from the 9 interviews. The transcripts were compared with trends found in the survey responses and prior research. Thematic analysis [90] was used to organize the interview responses into themes that relate back to the research questions.

V. Threats to Validity

External Validity: The results can not be generalized beyond university students due to the low response rate from professionals. Our results can not be generalized to other cultures, timezones, and individual differences. Though, the same and mixed gender pairs exist in cultures (Malaysia) where women are more represented in software industries.

Internal Validity: Due to the social desirability bias to show oneself in a favorable light, the survey and interview responses may have been biased. The responses may have also been affected by participant fatigue or inattention; however, we tried to mitigate these effects by limiting the length of the survey to 12.5 minutes.

Construct Validity: We restricted the responses to Likert-type questions, though we added short answer options. To avoid the problem of subjective interpretation, we received careful content review from experts, software developers, and students.

Conclusion Validity: Our survey questionnaire may not measure all the subcategories for coordination, collaboration and communication. We took special measures to include research questions as well as subcategories from literature and evaluated the question from other researchers.

VI. Results

Table II shows the survey responses with significant differences between groups using ANOVA for $\alpha = 0.05$. The averages of survey results indicate differences between same-gender (MM, WW) and mixed-gender (MW, WM) pairs.

A. RQ1: Coordinate

1) Leadership Style: Members of mixed-gender pairs seem likely to run into differences in leadership styles [44–56]. We compared leadership style among the pairs, finding:

Women participants felt dominated by men partners in conversation. Participants reported to what degree their partners dominated conversation while pair programming remotely. Analyzing the results with a pairwise t-test, we found significant differences between MM and WM ($p = 0.027$) and WW and WM ($p = 0.010$). Hence, women participants felt more dominated in conversations with men ($WM \text{ avg } = 0.381$) than women partners ($WW \text{ avg } = -0.583$). Men participants did not feel dominated by their programming partners ($MW \text{ avg } = -0.167$ and $MM \text{ avg } = -0.233$), irrespective of their gender.

WMP2 reported pairing with a man who “perceived himself to have more experience than I did...he was dominating conversations...it seemed like he saw himself as the leader of the project.” Similarly, NBW related their experience: “men, trans men, cis men...tend to be assertive most of the time. Women and feminine folks can tend to be a little more passive.” These results align with prior management research [56], [91] where statistical analysis indicated men tended to be more dominant (authoritative) than women (democratic).

Women participants received more constructive feedback from men partners. We asked participants in the driver role to what degree their partner gave them constructive feedback. A pairwise t-test showed significant differences between MM and WW ($p = 0.006$), MM and WM ($p = 0.009$), and MW and WW ($p = 0.019$). Hence, women perceived more constructive feedback from men ($WM \text{ avg } = 1.048$) than women partners ($WW \text{ avg } = 1.333$), while men reported less constructive feedback from both men ($MM \text{ avg } = 0.667$) and women ($MW \text{ avg } = 0.708$) partners.

WMP2 received sufficient help from her partner: “He'd give me advice about...certain techniques to use, or different little tricks to use, and I remember we were programming in a new IDE that he had already used, so he...was really helpful.” Alternatively, MMP1 sometimes received little support from his partner, explaining, “if...the person has not really went to the lectures before, then sometimes they can't contribute anything because they weren't there, and then [I'm] doing all the work.” These findings may indicate that women benefit more from pair programming than men as found in [92].

Women participants asked their partners for help more often than men. We asked participants in the driver role how often they asked their partners for help. A pairwise t-test found significant differences between MM and WW ($p = 0.012$), MM and WM ($p = 0$), MW and WW ($p = 0.004$), and MW and WM ($p = 0$). This indicates that men participants asked for less help ($MW \text{ avg } = 0.292$, $MM \text{ avg } = 0.433$) while women participants, irrespective of their partner’s gender, asked for more help ($WW \text{ avg } = 1.083$, $WM \text{ avg } = 1.238$).

MMP1 explained that he is not quick to ask for his partner’s input. If his partner’s code “doesn’t make sense at all and it has more syntax errors, that’s more work for [me] to clean the code than to write it [myself...] In some courses, I did everything myself because of that.” On the other hand, WMP2 mentioned, “It may even just be a subconscious bias I have, thinking that other people are more qualified than me...things, like, speaking up more in class...being confident...makes me perceive them to be more experienced.”
This indicates that women may have a lower self-efficacy [93]–[102] than men, resulting in them asking for more help.

These findings support a prior study [103] which found many men recognized a need to help women, but were not as open to receiving help as women.

2) Interruption Style: Prior research suggested that in mixed gender settings, men tend to interrupt people more often than women [61]–[63]. Our data supports this idea.

Women participants were most frequently interrupted by men partners. We asked participants how frequently they were interrupted by their programming partner while talking. A pairwise t-test showed significant differences between MM and WW (p = 0.004), MM and WM (p = 0.002), WM and WW (p = 0.001), and WM and MW (p = 0.006). Hence, women in the driver role did not feel interrupted by their women partners (WW avg = -0.917), whereas they felt interrupted by men partners (WM avg = 0.381). Irrespective of their partner's gender, men participants did not feel interrupted overall (MM avg = -0.633 and MW avg = -0.625).

WMP1 explained interruptions from her man partner, "I start to say something and he would break in in the middle and start talking...and I realized this is not...gonna work well for us." MMP2 narrated an experience programming in a group, "The guy...I feel like...interrupt[ed] me a little more often. The girl...didn't really interrupt that much."

These findings are similar to prior studies [61], [63]; interruptions can lead to frustration, misunderstanding and trust issues, especially among mixed-gender pairs [62].

B. RQ2: Communicate

1) Communication Preference: We investigated preferences for remote environments in the context of gender.

Women participants found the least difficulty communicating with women partners; men found the most difficulty communicating with women. We asked participants to what degree they experienced difficulties communicating remotely with their partners. A pairwise t-test showed significant differences between WW and MM (p = 0.006) and WW and MW (p = 0.007). Women participants reported more lapses in communication with men than with women partners (WW avg = -0.583, WM avg = 0.095). Similarly, men participants communicated slightly better with men (MM avg = 0.333) than women partners (MW avg = 0.417).

WMP1 preferred working online, expressing, "I like having my own space to think without having someone breathing over my neck, because it gives me my own time to come up with the solutions." Alternatively, most participants in their interviews elaborated their frustrations about remote programming environments (details in Section VII-C).

2) Nonverbal Communication: Communication depends on the words being exchanged and on the context, the sender of the nonverbal behavior, the receiver of that nonverbal behavior, the relationship between the sender and receiver, and the arrangement of other nonverbal cues [65].

Men participants perceived more nonverbal cues from women partners. We asked participants how often their partner used nonverbal cues. A pairwise t-test showed significant differences between MW and WW (p = 0.001) and MM and WM (p = 0.007). Hence, the data indicate that men participants perceived more (MW avg = 0.042) nonverbal cues from women partners than women participants perceived from men partners (WM avg = -0.810).

MMP2 explained, "I feel like females will probably use more...body language, or maybe just emphasize different features of the body versus men." Additionally, NBW found that "men...don't use as many nonverbal cues, whereas women don't feel that they can be as direct." WWP1 added, "I like to communicate with verbal cues more with a man than I do with a woman." Correspondingly, WWP2 explained, "If I'm partnered with a man...I'm pretty direct because that seems to be very successful in getting my opinions heard."

Women express more nonverbal behaviors, are more skilled at sending and receiving nonverbal messages [66], [67], and use body language differently than men [68]; hence, restricted nonverbal communication may contribute to remote communication lapses in mixed-gender pairs.

3) Primary Communicator Role: We investigated how participants perceived the roles of driver and navigator.

Both men and women participants reported that men partners generated more ideas. Participants were asked to report whether they felt they contributed more ideas for the programming project than their partners. A pairwise
t-test showed significant differences between MW and WM (p = 0.004). Further, men participants reported generating more ideas for the project's code with a woman partner (MW avg = 0.583) than with a man partner (MM = 0.300). Women participants felt less involved in generating ideas with a man partner (WW avg = 0.000, WM avg = -0.143).

During participant interviews, we did not find insights on men generating more ideas but found that those more experienced partners were usually designated as drivers. WMP1 reported it "depended on if we were more comfortable with the assignment, then one person would take the lead [driver role]." Regarding the distribution of work, he added, "[on] weeks where I would have more of the previous knowledge or more insight,...I would do a lot more work, but there were also other weeks where my partner would do more work."

Further, the communicator role depended upon trust, as WMP2 mentioned that with her man partner, "I knew they had some amount of experience just from talking with them in previous interactions, so I trusted them in both roles."

4) Purpose of Communication: We analyzed what men and women tried to accomplish in their communication.

Women participants felt men partners communicated mostly to work on code, while men reported that women partners didn't. We asked participants if their pair programming partner primarily communicated with them in order to work on the code. A pairwise t-test showed significant differences between MM and MW (p = 0.02208), MM and WM (p = 0.01536), and MW and WM (p = 0). Men participants communicated with women partners about code (WM avg = 1.143) and perceived their women partners to communicate less about code (MW avg = 0.583).

In her interview, WWP1 corroborated this finding, reporting, "I'd definitely say I talk a lot more with women than men." These results are supported by a recent study [69] whose statistical analysis indicated that more men than women approached communication with a clear purpose, a point to be made, and a problem to be solved. In contrast, more women communicated as an act of sharing and an opportunity to build rapport.

C. RQ3: Collaborate

1) Gender Awareness: Research with remote software development teams shows that awareness of temporal, geographical, and socio-cultural differences is important to teams' trust, relationships, and efficiency [76]–[79]. We expect that awareness of gender differences may influence pairs' success, as seen in past research [6].

Women noticed less gender-based assumptions about their skill level from women compared to men partners. We asked participants how much they felt their partner made assumptions about their skill level based on their gender. A pairwise t-test showed significant differences between WW and MM (p = 0), WW and MW (p = 0.002), and WW and WM (p = 0.007), indicating that the least skill assumptions occurred in WW pairs. Women participants felt less judged by women (WW avg = -1.750) than men partners (WM avg = -0.143). Men participants felt more judged by men (MM avg = -0.600) than women partners (MW avg = -0.792).

WWP1 expressed, "I feel weird going into this field, because it's new to me as a girl, and I'm curious about how I'm going to be perceived...as a female in a heavily male-dominated industry." One of WWP1's man programming partners "assumed...that I hadn't had any coding knowledge coming into school at all because I was a girl." WMP2 echoed this sentiment, describing an experience with a man partner: "It seemed like he thought I didn't have as much as experience as him...I think that he perceived me as less qualified."

Women participants made more assumptions about the skill level of men than women partners; men made more assumptions about women than men partners. We asked participants how much they assumed their partner's skill level based on their gender. A pairwise t-test showed significant differences between WW and MM (p = 0), WW and MW (p = 0.009), and WW and WM (p = 0.002) indicating that women were least likely to judge or be judged by women partners. Men participants judged men more heavily than women partners (MM avg = -0.500, MW avg = -1.042). Similarly, women participants also judged men more heavily than women partners (WW avg = -1.750, WM avg = -0.714).

WMP2 described patterns in conversations with partners of different genders, "Working with females I'm at a more equal platform, whereas when I work with males...sometimes it feels like they're taking control over a project." Additionally, WWP1 preferred to work with women partners, explaining, "I feel like I interact more comfortably with a woman and I would be less intimidated."

2) Trust: Global software development studies suggest that trust contributes to the success of distributed software teams [70]–[72]. Building trust between individuals is extensively studied in remote collaborations (e.g., [73], [74]). In interviews, participants mentioned that trust in their partner (1) decreased if their partner wrote messy code, (2) depended on the importance of the task, (3) was influenced by the pair's familiarity, (4) depended on their knowledge of their partner's skill level, (5) increased with partners who showed vulnerability, and (6) increased when a partner meticulously checked their own work.

Women participants felt that women were less rude than men partners, and men reported the same. We asked the participants to report the degree to which they felt their programming partner was rude to them. A pairwise t-test found significant differences between WW and MM (p = 0), WW and MW (p = 0.002), and WW and WM (p = 0.007), indicating that groups with men result in more perceived rudeness. Less rudeness was experienced in WW pairs (WW avg = -1.833) than MM pairs (MM avg = -0.933). Similarly, men were perceived as rude by women partners (WM avg = -0.952) while women were perceived as less rude by men partners (MW avg = -1.083).

WMP2 experienced more rudeness coding with a man partner than with a woman, explaining, "I don't think he meant to be harsh, but he was definitely much harsher...
than my woman friend [who] I programmed with." NBW preferred not to work with men due to perceived rudeness, expressing, "it felt like they were being condescending...I would rather program with not cis-men." This may be due to women's tendency to be more empathetic [104], which could lead women to perceive rude behaviour as more inappropriate than men. But, interview respondents of all genders perceived rudeness from men partners.

Women participants perceived less negative feedback from women than men partners. We asked participants to what degree they received negative feedback from their partners. A pairwise t-test showed significant differences between WW and MM (p = 0), WW and MW (p = 0.0003), and WW and WM (p = 0.016), indicating that less negative feedback was perceived in WW pairs (WW avg = -1.750) compared to other pairings (WM avg = -0.952). Men perceived less negative feedback from women (MW avg = -0.750) than men partners (MM avg = -0.900).

In her interview, WWP1 recalled coding with a man partner who was “more unwilling to compromise because they felt like the way they were doing it was the correct way.” Correspondingly, WMP2 explained that her man partner “seemed like he wanted to do it his way.” These results are similar to an in-person pair programming study of CS students, in which many women participants didn’t feel “comfortable” working with men [81].

VII. DISCUSSIONS

A. Insights on Gender

1) Gender Differences: Table III displays gender differences based on our survey data. Highlights show where women (peach) and men (blue) participants faced difficulties pair programming. These may result in misinterpretations of how their partner coordinated, communicated, and collaborated.

2) Experience of Non-binary Gender: Discussions related to non-binary genders contribute to a growing base of literature that goes beyond two genders. In their interview, NBW appeared more comfortable talking about gender differences and sharing their experiences than other interview participants. While other interviewees elaborated little on responses about gender differences, NBW seemed eager to address “that obviously gender roles in society play a big, big role” in nonverbal communication. They brought up emotionally charged topics like “toxic masculinity...instilled in [men].” They specifically mentioned a sense of feeling excluded and unwelcome in their pair programming endeavors due to their gender, explaining, “It's an implicit feeling...I get...the underlying sense of feeling 'othered.'”

B. Reducing Gender Biases

1) Gender-Inclusive Pedagogical Material: Despite efforts to fund the recruitment, retention, and advancement of women, gender biases in education systems and workplaces still exist [105]. Education research has found that gender stereotypes and men-focused curricula are often prevalent in schools [106]–[108]. WWP2 reported that the CS department at her university has “a lot of female professors, and their opening statement on their syllabus and in the first class is very much about equity...[which] lays a lot of groundwork for our partnerships.” Based on interviewees’ personal experiences in programming spheres with different gender ratios, it appears that CS programs emphasizing gender equality may result in less gender biases. Further research can be done on the way CS programs’ emphasis on gender equality affects students’ inter-gender judgement.

2) Keep Gender Balance in CS Classes and Workplaces: Both education and industry recognize the significance of gender balance and are working to address the gender gap, changing work and learning environments and curricular and pedagogical practices [109]. MWP1 reported that these efforts decrease bias: “I [haven’t] encountered that experience at all (gender bias). The computer science program...it was 50% male, 50% female, so you’re basically bound to have male and female partners...gender disparity was super equal.” At a different institution, however, NBW explained, “It was never explicit...but...the way the professor treated me versus the five other men in that course...it was very clear who the professor thought was the smart one.” These interviews support the idea that investments in gender balance, such as manager and team member training, can be impactful.

3) Gender-Inclusive Interface Design: Research suggests that programmers interact differently with software features based on their gender; however, many software features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RQs</th>
<th>Survey Category</th>
<th>Women Participants Felt</th>
<th>Men Participants Felt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coordination</td>
<td>Leadership</td>
<td>dominated by men partners</td>
<td>X they didn’t get constructive feedback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>they got constructive feedback (irrespective of gender)</td>
<td>they didn’t ask for help</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interruption</td>
<td>interrupted by men partners</td>
<td>X lapses in communication with women partners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Comm. Preference</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>more nonverbal cues with women partners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>they had less ideas than men partners</td>
<td>more ideas than women partners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Primary Comm.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>women partners communicated less about code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Purpose of Comm.</td>
<td>men partners communicated to work on code</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gender Awareness</td>
<td>men partners made assumptions about their skills</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trust</td>
<td>women partners were not rude</td>
<td>men partners were rude</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III
OVERALL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN WOMEN AND MEN
favor men [31]–[34]. One way to address gender differences in software is through the application of GenderMag [110], [111], an inspection method using specialized cognitive-walkthroughs with research-based personas that reflect gender differences. GenderMag primarily supports single-user problem-solving activities involving technology, and therefore does not help two diverse people navigating collaborative activities, especially remotely. The complications caused by gender differences found in our study suggest a need to develop a method like GenderMag that supports two-user problem-solving activities involving software technology in order to identify gender biases in remote pairs.

4) Facilitator Agents to Support Gender-Inclusivity: Group facilitator agents (bots who listen to human conversations and provide feedback) [112]–[122] equalize participation, clarify processes, resolve conflict, and encourage idea development [113]. Similar agents designed for gender differences may reduce gender gaps by informing and educating users about gender biases in their voice, facial expressions, body language, and conversations, similar to results in Table III.

C. Remote Technologies Hindering Software Development

Remote programming tools are often used in global software development (GSD). The interviews revealed the following hindrances of remote collaborations, which may have implications for GSD research.

1) Limited Nonverbal Cue Exchange: Nonverbal cue expression is hindered in remote environments due to camera and interface limitations. In text-based interfaces, WMP1 found “emojis help to convey the context,” as “[in] text-based...interface...you don’t really get the context cues.”

Although emojis and cameras attempt to compensate for limited nonverbal cues, they may increase the cognitive load on developers. NBW indicated, “in person with someone, if they’re getting annoyed,...impatient,...wandering off,...I feel that. But on Zoom,...you have to work a lot, lot harder to get those nonverbal cues, and that can cause a lot of fatigue.” They also added that on Zoom, they speak “a lot louder...my inflections are a little more exaggerated...it’s...more fatigue-inducing to get across what [I’m] feeling.”

Remote communication has significant effects on women [66], [67] and people from cultures that use more nonverbal cues, as MWP2 said, “I am Italian, and I feel like I rely on that [nonverbal cues] a bit more than some people.”

Other remote methods besides video calling such as virtual [123], [124] or augmented reality should be explored further as alternatives for remote pair programming.

2) Inconvenience with Multiple Softwares: Complexity is added when programmers use remote software to solve coding problems. As MWP1 said, “it’s a lot more inconvenient online, especially when you’re using one platform to video call, and another platform to code, and another platform to have a virtual whiteboard or blackboard.” In-person, he explained he “can draw things out, or have a whiteboard or a chalkboard in the room” and hence “ideas just flow more quickly.” In GSD, sketch-based whiteboard apps like Explain Everything [125], RealtimeBoard [126], and LiveBoard [127] as well as software design tools supporting informal (eg., Calico [128], [129], Flexisketch [130]), formal (eg., designing UML class diagrams on touch-screens [131]), or both (eg., OctoUML [132]) designs exist, but these findings suggest a need for integration in IDEs to use the apps’ full potential.

3) Trouble Resolving Hardware Issues: Remote development is further complicated by hardware difficulties. NBW expressed frustration with this limitation, “When you’re remote, you can only see the code side of things, you can’t do the troubleshooting for the hardware side of things, which made it 30 billion times more difficult.” This issue may apply to GSD, as remote programmers may experience hardware issues difficult for their partner to diagnose or replicate.

4) Lag in Text-Based Interfaces: Some interviewees experienced difficulty communicating with their partner using a text-based interface. WMP1 expressed, “on Slack [app]...text-based interface, that’s a little challenging because...you can start typing something and someone else starts typing something in the middle of it, and there’s that delay between...when it’s received. And so sometimes we’d have two or three threads going at the same time.” Inherent lags in text-based interfaces can hinder communication for all genders.

5) Difficulty Role Switching with Screen Share Apps: Sharing ideas using screen share apps can be frustrating when switching roles, as MMP1 mentioned, “you can’t really work together that well...If someone has an idea and he just wants to [share]...but...looking at your screen over the screen share,...it’s kind of annoying that you can’t do it online but in person you can switch very easily.” This can hinder communication for all genders, and for those in navigator roles who do not want to interrupt their partner [6].

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

We identified hindrances women and men CS students face while working remotely in pairs, drawing from prior interdisciplinary research on gender differences and our empirical results. This paper makes the following contributions: (1) Our survey questionnaire and interview questions are available online for reproducibility by researchers and practitioners [133]. These can help statistically measure gender differences in collaborations of CS students or end-user programmers; (2) We report statistical differences between women and men participants as well as same- and mixed-gender pairs. This may assist in improving pedagogical techniques and developing gender-inclusive software; (3) Our focused design, evaluation, and refinement cycles to formulate survey questions can be utilized by researchers for collaborative problem-solving tasks in other domains such as requirement gathering, designing, and testing; and (4) We report limitations of text-based, video-based, and remote communication software. This research aims to bridge the gender gap among CS student pairs and contribute to literature on pair programming. The awareness of gender differences has the potential to reduce stereotypes and increase productivity in pair collaborations.


